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Open MIC is open for anyone.      

9:00: AM Pacific Thursday 800 504-8071 Code is 5556463 

Questions? 

Anthony Owen at Tony@annuity.com   

 

God Bless our Navy Seals....Heroes All 

 

mailto:Tony@annuity.com�
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 116%  

Increase in the price of corn in the past 12 months. Get ready to read about food riots. 

 

 

Joe and Linda Rych spent a weekend on the Washington 
Coast bird watching….they found a little more than they 
expected. 
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Dead Whale 
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Editorial  
 

“Resolve and Determination are not the same thing.” 
         Bill Broich 

 

I resolve to lose weight…. 

I resolve to exercise more…. 

I resolve to etc. etc. etc. 
 

We have all made those New Year’s resolutions.  They usually last a few 
days or at best a month or so. 

Why is it so hard to not live up to things we resolve to do? 

Here is the dictionary definition of resolve: to come to a definite or 
earnest decision about (to do something) 

 

Resolve, can be looked at in many ways.  My father used to say anyone 
who did not have resolve was a “gutless wonder.”   

Harsh words I would think.   
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We all have resolve at certain degrees, as an example I would draw the line 
at being rude to ensure my resolve.  But on the other hand, I make sure I 
have 20 appointments a week when I am selling…that is a form of 
resolve to me. 

Never being late is another resolve I have.  You see we all have our own 
levels of resolve and forcing one person’s standard on another is not right 
and certainly not possible. 

But….awaking a person’s resolve is possible and is an attainable goal.  Here 
is a simple story of resolve.  

 

If you have not read this book…you are missing a real 
advantage to your business and personal life….it is truly 
terrific….www.amazon.com has it both new and 
used…$10….BB 
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The Power Of Resolve:  
 

Napoleon Hill in his classic book, Think And Grow Rich relates a 
simple story that illustrates what separates an annuity salesperson from an 
annuity order taker.  
 
Hill tells the story of a well-to-do landowner who owned a large plantation 
in the deep American south during the early 1900s. Helping him to work 
the large tracts of land was a number of black sharecroppers. 
 
One day, when the man was grinding wheat in his barn, the large wooden 
barn door creaked open slowly, and a small child -- the daughter of a 
sharecropper tenant -- walked in and took her place near the door. 
 
The man looked up, saw the child, and barked at her roughly, "What do 
you want?" 
 
Meekly, head down, the child replied, "My momma says send her fifty 
cents." 
 
"Forget it," the man replied, "Now go on, git out o' here." 
 
"Yessuh," the child replied, but she didn't move. 
 
The man went ahead with his work, so busily engaged that       
he failed to notice that the little girl did not leave. Minutes later, when he 
looked up from his work and saw her still standing there, he yelled,  

"I told you to go on home. Now scram, or I'll take a switch to 
you." 
 
The little girl said, "Yessuh," but she didn't move an inch. 
 
The man dropped a sack of grain that he was about to pour into the mill 
hopper, picked up a barrel stave (big stick) and started off toward the girl in 
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a blind rage. 
 
Hill was certain he was about to witness a murder. He knew the man had a 
fierce temper, and that black children were not supposed to defy white 
people in that part of the country. But before he could intervene, the man 
had already reached the spot where the child was standing. 
 
Instead of backing away, she stepped forward, looked the man square in the 
eyes, and at the top of her shrill voice yelled,  

"MY MOMMA'S GOTTA HAVE THAT FIFTY CENTS!" 
 
The man stopped dead in his tracks. He looked at the little girl for a minute, 
and then slowly laid the barrel stave on the floor. Then he put his hand in 
his pocket, took out a half dollar, and gave it to the little girl. Terrified, the 
child took the money and slowly backed toward the door, never taking her 
eyes off the man she had just conquered.  
 
After she was gone, he sat down on a box and stared out the window into 
space for more than ten minutes to ponder the whippin' he'd just taken at 
the hands of a helpless little girl. 
 
What strange power did she possess that caused him to lose his fierceness 
and become as docile as a little lamb?  
 
It is the same power that will allow YOU to conquer any business obstacle 
in your path -- the power of your resolve -- that mysterious and 
invisible competitive advantage that miraculously appears when failure 
ceases to become an option for you.  
 
Does your back have to be against the wall to harness this amazing power?  

Not at all! 

  
Iron-willed resolve can come from a positive place as well. 
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When you feel as though you are doing what you were born to do -- when 
you are in "dharma" -- you tap into a similar power, and there is simply 
no alternative but to succeed.  

Failure becomes nothing more than feedback on the road to your 
destiny. And, like that little girl, you become literally unstoppable in the 
face of challenges you have no business overcoming. 
 
The skull sweat, elbow grease, and routine setbacks that others find 
excruciatingly painful become pure joy to you.  
 
It is the joy of creating ... of wading into your passionate life's purpose ... 
rejoicing in it ... rolling in it ... smearing it all over yourself. From this 
perspective, how can you help but achieve greatly? 
 

Getting into this zone does NOT happen by accident. It is a conscious 
decision you make, facilitated and sustained through ... 

 

 The Power Of Communication:  
 

Resourcefulness, creativity, initiative -- the power to do -- they are all 
states of mind. And states of mind are driven by communication. As 
such, they are under constant attack!   

 

*******(do you think Chad had resolve when he wrote $3 million 
last month, resolve is different than determination, we can all be 
determined but without the RESOLVE to do it, it won’t happen) 

 
 
Every hour of every day, your sub-conscious mind is assailed by messages 
that reinforce false self-limiting beliefs. Society is literally engineered to 
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program you to reject the entrepreneurial traits that are so crucial to your 
success. 
 
As you make and execute plans, many of them are sure to give you results 
that are less than you expected, and unforeseen problems will arise. We've 
all been conditioned to see problems as obstacles to success, and as a result, 
we tend to think about them as negative aspects of our business. 
 

But they are nothing of the kind. 
 
If you watch some of the most successful entrepreneurs, you will observe 
that they have an unusual and uncanny ability to reframe problems as 
opportunities and use them to their advantage. How do they do it? 
 
Their self-talk is different. They ask different questions of themselves. 
When considering potential courses of action, instead of asking, "Why 
won't this work?" they ask, "What if it does?" One communication set leads 
to action, the other paralysis.  
 
You've seen both kinds of people haven't you -- those who plod along at a 
snail's pace, petrified of making mistakes, and those who sail forward at an 
impressive clip, turning problems into new products, new partnerships, and 
new customers? The difference is nothing more than watchfulness, of 
becoming aware of your thoughts, and exercising control over them. 
 
When you find yourself looking at alternative approaches in your business 
and prejudging them negatively, saying, "I can't do this", or "I can't do that" 
-- STOP -- and make a more empowering choice. 
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Production has nothing to do with being a great agent.  
One of my favorite agents is a guy who never wrote more 
than a million in premium but he had complete resolve.  
His resolve was his family, his church, his community 
and his business.  He gained great success in his resolve 
to all 4 of his goals.  I learned a lot from him and his 
approach to commitment and his resolve to succeed. 

 

BB 

-------------------------------------- 

Crew Share  
Email me… (bbroich@msn.com) your sales success and experiences and share with the 
Crew….will always be anonymous. 

 

A Few Comments From Emails This Week About Leads and 
Selling Experiences….Both Good and Bad 

 

(From 8 emails) 

• Bill, thanks for the idea on Open MIC about the SPIA quoting…it 
worked 

• Have you guys ever thought about using Open MIC for continuing 
education credits; you could sell them as a group. 

mailto:bbroich@msn.com�
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• Who is that person who always is talking in the background?  I would 
like to say something but I can’t ever get in. 

• Open MIC used to be more open…now it seems all you talk about is 
your leads. (well duh….BB) 

 

Hot News and Other Helpful Info 
  
• STOLI Scam article: 

http://insurancenewsnet.com/article.aspx?id=258360&type=financia
l&inl=1 

• California, National Western Lawsuit settlement: 
http://insurancenewsnet.com/article.aspx?id=257746&type=lifehealt
h 

• Buffett, Bin Laden article: 
http://insurancenewsnet.com/article.aspx?id=258757&type=more&i
nl=1 

 
Not much new news this week that merited a link….mostly budget deficit 
and Bin Laden 
 

----------------------------------------------- 
Our position on these “easy” credentials is long 
standing.  The easier to get the more worthless they are.   

In the insurance industry the standard is Chartered Life 
Underwriter (CLU) and it takes most agents 5 years of 
study to complete.  Compare this to “Certified Geriatrics 
Advisor” which takes 2 hours….which would you put 
behind your name.   

http://insurancenewsnet.com/article.aspx?id=258360&type=financial&inl=1�
http://insurancenewsnet.com/article.aspx?id=258360&type=financial&inl=1�
http://insurancenewsnet.com/article.aspx?id=257746&type=lifehealth�
http://insurancenewsnet.com/article.aspx?id=257746&type=lifehealth�
http://insurancenewsnet.com/article.aspx?id=258757&type=more&inl=1�
http://insurancenewsnet.com/article.aspx?id=258757&type=more&inl=1�
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David Braun and Herb Hickmore are both CLUs…ask 
them. 

 

I have an industry designation also. 

William E Broich, Annuity Salesman (I don’t 
shorten it to the initials for obvious reasons…. LOL) 

-------------------------------------------- 
Here is an important announcement from AE. 
 

DATE: April 25, 2011 
TO: All American Equity NMO's and Agents 
FROM: Dave Milligan, Assistant Vice President, Regulatory 

Compliance 
RE: Pretext Interviews 

  
IMPORTANT INFORMATION.PLEASE READ 

CAREFULLY 

We wish to remind you about the dangers of using pretext interview 
techniques in your insurance practice. A typical pretext interview is where a 
person in an attempt to obtain information about a consumer misrepresents 
the true nature of the interview and fails to acknowledge that he or she is in 
the business of selling insurance products. 

Many states consider "pretext interviews" as unfair marketing and unfair 
trade practices. Using such methods in your marketing and solicitation of any 
insurance product could lead to administrative, civil and criminal penalties. 

We have recently seen flyers and invitations inviting the public to "free 
seminars" or "educational opportunities" dealing with, among other things, 
financial planning, estate or trust planning, Medicaid planning or VA Benefit 
planning or qualification. At no time during the seminar, or on any of the 
materials provided, does it state that the person putting on the seminar is 
an insurance agent or that the person attending the meeting could be 
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contacted about purchasing insurance products, including annuities. 
State insurance departments could determine that "pretext interview" 
techniques were used particularly where the real intent of the seminar is to 
gather financial information the agent would not otherwise have access to so 
that he/she can later approach the consumer about purchasing insurance 
and/or annuities. 

You should not use marketing techniques that involve pretext 
interviews. The Company prohibits you from using such methods to 
obtain information or solicit the public for insurance products, 
including annuities. Prior to obtaining any financial information, whether in 
an initial telephone conversation or at a subsequent meeting, you are required 
to disclose that you are a licensed insurance producer and certain information 
gathered may be used to solicit insurance products. If you intend on 
soliciting prospective clients for the sale of insurance products, you must not 
misrepresent the nature of your meeting, of who you are and what products 
and services you provide.  

Additionally, unless you are qualified and, where required, appropriately 
licensed, you may not represent yourself as an: 

• Attorney  • Estate planner  

• Trust advisor  • Financial planner, counselor or 
consultant  

• Investment 
advisor  

• Medicare or Veteran's Benefits 
"specialist"  

(be an insurance salesman….BB) 

We realize that you may have a general understanding of estate planning 
matters and general personal financial planning and you should know how 
our products may or may not be suitable for potential customers. However, 
unless you have received specific training and licensing, you cannot give 
specific advice regarding estate planning issues or financial planning beyond 
the scope of your insurance license. You must leave these matters to 
professionals who are properly authorized under state law to discuss these 
issues and provide such advice.  

Insurance companies provide valuable products to public. You should never 
be hesitant to disclose the fact that you are an insurance producer and, 
in fact, you should be proud to identify yourself as such. We at American 
Equity are proud to be providing our products to consumers and we are 
proud of the hard work and dedication our producers provide.  

If you have any questions, please contact me at 1-888-221-1234, ext. 3525. 
Thank you for your business! 
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------------------------------------------------------ 

 

“Big Truck” Sales Tips 
Chad and Anthony Owen 

A weekly annuity sales tip 

 
Sales Tip this week is, "How to Sell to Engineers". 

 

By the way, you might want to pay attention because they 
Issued $3 million in personal production annuity 

business  last month… 
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---------------------------------------------------------- 
If you think Retire Village won’t work for you, or is too 
expensive, or too time consuming….I picked up this little “gem” 
from a meeting last week about internet drip marketing….the 
whole presentation is lengthy but it really boiled down to this 
statistic for me……BB 

 

80% of sales are made on 
the 5th-10th contact… 
 

Retire Village drips 2 times a month in a very non-
threatening manner….read this…. 

 

From new crew member… 

 

I have been using Retire Village for 3 months, at first I was 
skeptical because everyone has the “greatest” system….but once I 
realized the science behind it I discovered that no one in our 
industry has anything like this….it is amazing at it works. 

I have written over $500,000 in business I would have never not 
even known about if it were not for Retire Village….that 
translates to $35,000 or so in extra compensation.  My total 
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focus on marketing now is to meet people and those who are not 
immediately available for appointments, add to the list. 

Thanks 

(name withheld due to pending contract transfer) 

 

So…here is a simple and effective system anyone can use to grab 
the low hanging fruit, build their database and set in place new 
prospects to convert to new clients….easy, inexpensive and ready 
to roll….. 

 

Oops….sorry next week….LOL 

 

Here is a little teaser: DReaMS 

(Direct Response Marketing System) 
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Next week it would be in your best interest to 
attend and learn about our new lead 
system….and we have a guest to explain it all. 

 

• Radio 
• Internet leads 
• Scrubbed leads 
• Retire Village 
• And ? 

 

BB 
 

------------------------------------------------------ 
I had a question this week regarding “Credit Shelter 
Trusts” sometimes know and AB Bypass Trusts….BB 

 

Every living US Citizen has a one-time lifetime deduction of $5 
million.  This means that (this year) the first $5 million of a 
person’s estate is exempt from estate and gift taxes.  In the case of 
a married couple this would be $10 million combined.   

The estate tax bill is not due until the death of the second spouse, 
so at the death of the first spouse, assets can be placed in this trust 
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(allowed to grow) and are exempt from the eventual estate tax 
liability…. 

Generally, this CST is part of a person’s will but other avenues are 
available. The $5 million can also be given as gifts during life and 
is deducted from the eventual $5 million total….lots of details so 
be careful. 

Always get licensed professional help when considering 
a CST. And never give legal or tax advice unless you are 
authorized to do so. 

 

Credit Shelter or By-Pass Trust:  
This trust is designed to take advantage of the unified credit available to 
offset estate and gift tax liability. The trust may be funded with an 
amount equal to the exemption equivalent of available unified credit 
without incurring estate of gift tax.  

Typically, the trust will be set up to provide income for the life of a named 
beneficiary and on his or her death the principal is distributed to other 
named beneficiaries to whom it will pass free of transfer tax. The trust 
may be for the benefit of the surviving spouse.  
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-------------------------------------------------------- 
When we chose to consider LTC and medical cost when 
working with our prospects it really means our products 
become more and more important….guarantees…. 
 
I know I always pick on the security guys…but can you 
imagine the risk of having your set aside dollars (for 
health care) subject to risk….I find the topic 
indefensible…you? 
 
BB 

 

Health care costs claim bigger part of nest 
egg 
Escalating medical expenses and Medicare cutbacks will 
strain retiree budgets 
By Dan Jamieson 
May 1, 2011 6:01 am ET 

FOR FINANCIAL planners, estimating medical costs for retired clients is 
little more than guesswork.  

Accurately predicting such costs requires an adviser to know how long the 
clients will live and what kinds of medical problems they will confront.  

“There's no way to boil [a cost estimate] down to one number,” said Paul 
Fronstin, director of the Health Research and Education Program at the 
Employee Benefit Research Institute.  

“I've tried to plan on having 6% or 8% of a portfolio dedicated to health, 
but it doesn't work,” said Evelyn Zohlen, president of Inspired Financial 
LLC, which manages about $65 million for clients. “I end up with so much 
variance, I toss any rule of thumb out the window.” 

THE BOTTOM LINE 

http://www.investmentnews.com/apps/pbcs.dll/personalia?ID=DJAMIESON�
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“Assumptions you make can be very close — or pretty far off,” agrees Dave 
Dryden, managing partner at Insight Wealth Partners LLC, which manages 
about $200 million.  

What advisers can count on for sure, though, is that in a client's retirement 
years, health care costs will be significant.  

In a December 2010 study, EBRI estimated that an average 
couple, both 65 and with relatively low prescription drug use, 
would need $158,000 to have a 50% chance of funding their 
health costs through retirement.  

 According to a February 2010 research paper from the Center 
for Retirement Research at Boston College, the average 65-year-
old couple would need $197,000, but the couple would have a 5% 
risk that uninsured health care costs could exceed $311,000. 

  

E-mail Dan Jamieson at djamieson@investmentnews.com.  

------------------------------------------------------- 

  How risky is your 401k? 
 
If it's a target-date fund, that's a good question to ask.  
 
The 2008 crisis exploded the myth that these 'set and forget' 
investments are all equally safe. 
 

http://money.usnews.com/�
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Target-date funds sound simple and straightforward: An investor picks the 
fund closest to his or her desired retirement date and leaves the asset 
allocation and rebalancing decisions to experienced fund managers. 

(we have talked about Target Dated funds before…a 
mixture of stocks and bonds….as the target gets closer 
the mix is heavier to bonds….real brain surgery planning 
if you ask me.  And yet the funds are still at risk….why 
not just buy an annuity to begin with…..seriously!....)  BB 

But because of the stinging losses these funds suffered in 2008's financial 
crisis -- the average target-date fund lost almost 34% -- investors and even 
the U.S. government have been questioning the transparency and 
marketing of these popular 401k products. 

"It was kind of a perfect storm," says Eric Endress, an investment analyst at 
CBIZ Financial Solutions, a national financial services and consulting 
company. "All of these employers were taking (target-date funds) up, and 
they were really rapidly growing in the marketplace. Then 2008 happened 
before these products were really ironed out and marketed properly." 

Scrutiny from regulators has increased as a result. A report in late 
January by the Government Accountability Office urged the Department 
of Labor to require 401k plan sponsors to assess more thoroughly the 
appropriateness of particular target-date funds for their employees. The 
GAO also suggested better education for investors on the strategy, 
composition and risks of these funds. 

http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-11-118�
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-11-118�
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"A lot of people almost viewed (target-date funds) like they were 
guaranteed accounts," says Endress. "People were thinking, 'OK, if I'm in 
the 2010 account, I'll be guaranteed not to lose money between now 
and 2010,' when in fact that wasn't the case." 

That gap between perception and reality, coupled with wide variations 
in fund composition and performance history, has muddied the target-date 
waters further, causing some investors to take on outsize risk for their 
retirement and financial goals. 

"There was an assumption that an investor would have a very conservative 
portfolio at the target date," says Susan Viston, a portfolio specialist at ING 
Investment Management. "That wasn't always the case. It became clear that 
(different target-date funds) have very different philosophies 
and approaches that can lead to different allocations and wide 
performance dispersions." 

Experts offer these suggestions on how you can avoid surprises in your 
target-date fund: 

However, wide variations in glide paths among fund families have 
produced very different results, especially for investors closest to 
retirement. "Some of the target-date providers had allocations to equity 
between 50 and 65%, while others had as low as 30% or 20% (at the target 
date)," Viston says. 

Not surprisingly, more conservative funds fared better in 2008's harsh bear 
market, while investors with more aggressive funds lost almost half their 
portfolio's value in some cases. 

What a number of firms found was that their allocations to stocks were a 
little too high and led to losses in a market like 2008 that were greater than 
they or investors had anticipated," Morningstar analyst Josh Charlson says. 
"That has led to some shifts in the glide paths, lowering the stock weighting 
around retirement and actually raising it in the years farthest out from 
retirement to up the ante and try to get more gains earlier." 
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Understand 'to' vs. 'through' 
 
All target-date funds have an associated retirement target year, but some 
manage to a fund's target date and others manage through the target date. 
When a fund is managed to the target date, it reaches its final asset 
allocation at the target year, while funds managed through the target date 
will continue to evolve after reaching the target year. 

"To" funds generally assume investors will cash out and move money 
elsewhere, either rolling over funds to a 401k or purchasing an 
annuity, while "through" funds continue to evolve to generate income 
for investors in retirement.  (is this silly or what…why not 
guarantee the funds with an annuity to begin with…)..BB 

 Google …. Target dated funds for tons of info….BB 

  

This article was reported by Meg Handley for U.S. News & World Report 

------------------------------------------------------- 
Here is a great website for you and for your 
prospects… 
Go www.nafa.com 

Click on education 

Click on fixed annuity facts 

 

www.fixedannuityfacts.com - a new NAFA  sponsored site for 
agents, consumers, and the media.  This is a nice simple collection 

http://www.nafa.com/�
http://www.fixedannuityfacts.com/�
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of articles, calculators, interactive presentations, etc. that 
showcase the reality of fixed and fixed indexed annuities. 

Go to articles….tons of nice info such as the article 
below… 

The Reasons to Consider a Fixed Indexed Annuity 

There are five very good reasons to consider a fixed indexed annuity as a component of 
your retirement income plan.  An insurance carrier is able to provide each of these five 
advantages to you as long as you are able to make a time commitment to the carrier. 

Possible reasons to consider a fixed indexed annuity 

• Safety from market losses  

• Growth potential  

• Tax advantages  

• Income guarantees  

• Beneficiary planning advantages  

The foundation upon which these advantages are provided 

• A time commitment during which you will have limited liquidity  

Possible Additional Benefits 

• Up-front premium bonus  

• Return of premium features  

• Bailout features  

Safety from Market Losses 

If you are like many people, your top priority when you are saving your money is 
safety.  No one puts their money in a place where they expect to lose it.  We put our 
money in a place where we expect to get it back one day, hopefully with some nice 
growth. 

The great thing about fixed indexed annuities is that they offer multiple levels of 
protection, which makes them the gold standard of safety. 
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1. First, when you decide to place your money with an insurance company, they must 
set aside a percentage of that money in “reserves,” that is, in very safe assets.  

1. Second, by contract, a fixed indexed annuity guarantees that your principal is 
protected and that you can get it back again.  There can be a penalty for early 
withdrawals above a certain amount, but as the annuity owner, you can control 
your withdrawals.  So, as long as you are not withdrawing more than the penalty-
free withdrawal amounts allowed by the annuity you have chosen, you cannot lose 
any of your principal.  

1. Third, if you have a problem with the carrier that issued your annuity and you want 
to get a regulator involved, no matter where that annuity carrier is located, the 
regulator of that carrier is located in your home state.  Here, annuities even beat 
money in the bank.  Since most banks are regulated at the federal level, your 
bank’s regulator may be in Washington, DC.  Your annuity carrier’s regulator is 
much more local.  You can learn more about the role your state regulator plays in 
ensuring that your carrier remains able to meet it obligations at the website of your 
state insurance department.  

With these three levels of protection, there is excellent safety in a fixed indexed 
annuity. 

Growth Potential 

Once you are satisfied that your money is protected from market drops, your next 
objective may be to have your money grow.  The annuity industry invented fixed index 
annuities precisely so that they could offer the potential for better growth potential by 
having the credited interest rate based on the movement of an outside market index. 

Fixed indexed annuities do this: 

• In a year that the index increases in value, they credit an amount of interest that is 
based on the market index increase.  Features such as caps, participation rates, 
and spreads dictate what portion of the market index increase will translate into 
credited interest.  Thus, the interest credit is typically less than the amount of the 
index increase, but in general, the more the index goes up, the bigger the interest 
credit.  

• In a year that the index decreases in value, they hold their value.  Neither your 
principal nor any of the previously credited interest is lost in a year that the index 
decreases.  

This combination of upside potential and downside protection is very powerful. 
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The illustration below shows how this combination works on a typical fixed indexed 
annuity.  Years that the index increases in value are shaded in green, and notice that in 
these years, the annuity credits interest based on the increase in the index.  Years that 
the index decreases in value are shaded in yellow, and notice that in these years, the 
annuity does not lose any value.

 

Tax Advantages 

 

Etc…go to the site and have a look……………BB 

 
Speaking of NAFA…. 

http://fixedannuityfacts.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/Article_B11.jpg�
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NAFA (National Association of Fixed Annuities) 

 

NAFA Responds to Forbes ABC Article 
Mr. Rhoades briefly agrees with the concept of fixed indexed annuities and 

states they “provide only positive returns and participate in index returns.” 
But, he spends the rest of his time criticizing virtually every aspect of how 
that attractive concept is delivered to the consumer. 

A search of his home state’s “Agent Check” system does not show Mr. 
Rhoades licensed to sell indexed annuities. So it is not surprising that Mr. 
Rhoades only finds flaws in a product he cannot sell and fails to mention 
the flaws in the products he can. As a fellow CFP, we must ask if this meets 
the Board’s Principle of Objectivity whereby, we are instructed to serve the 
public with “objective analysis and evaluation [that] results in the client’s 
heightened awareness.” 

The fact is, only one financial product provides only positive returns, 
guarantees no negative returns, and promises income for life - the fixed 
indexed annuity. Indexed annuities make no pretense of attempting to 
match the performance of the market index they track. Their premise is 
merely to provide the potential for a greater interest than traditional fixed 
interest rate alternatives - especially in today’s economic climate. 

NAFA does not dispute that Mr. Rhoades’ alternative – combining indexed 
funds with call options - is viable and should be considered in the financial 
planning process. But, failing to discuss its flaws – loss of principal, high 
advisor fees, investment risk – demonstrates a lack of objectivity. Perhaps 
the most significant flaw is that “a high degree of skill in the employment of 
options and in fixed indexed investing would be required of the investment 
adviser” (our emphasis). 

Mr. Rhoades’ own firm, Joseph Capital Management, requires their clients 
to pay a $4,400 minimum annual fee. Based on aggregate suitability 
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studies from NAFA member vendors and carriers, the average indexed 
annuity owner is middle income and puts about $60,000 of savings in an 
indexed annuity. Typical indexed annuity customers would pay Mr. 
Rhoades’ an additional 7% the first year and more or less in subsequent 
years dependingon the investment’s performance for his alternative. 

Mr. Rhoades criticisms of the product’s sales process include some 
inflammatory and, by all empirical evidence, extremely rare examples. 
Insurance companies are required by law to record, report and track all 
complaints. 

The NAIC has been tracking complaints of indexed annuities since 2007. 
Jack Marrion, President of Advantage Compendium reports that 
complaints made to indexed annuity carriers and reported to the NAIC 
have declined every year since 2007 from 231 to 80 in 2010 despite product 
sales increasing each year. 

In his own home state of Florida research conducted by 
Mr. Marrion showed 15 complaints for indexed annuities 
over a period beginning in 2009 and ending late summer 
2010 while showing 1765 complaints for securities and 
other insurance. 100 times more! 

If Mr. Rhoades can find disagreement with any of these facts, let’s talk. 

 

POSTED by Jack Marrion April 29 2011 

Here we go again. Ron Rhoades, associated with Joseph Capital 
Management, an advisory firm that collects ongoing fees year after year, 
attempting to bash index annuities perhaps because once a consumer buys 
an index annuity they no longer need to pay infinite management 
fees since the principal is protected from market loss and thus no longer 
requires management. This bashing is done by misstating how an index 
annuity actually performs and painting an inaccurate portrait of the 
regulation of sales of these savings vehicles. 
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If Rhoades wants to compare complaints, I’ll be happy to compare a side-
by-side list of all of the complaints against reps and advisors in 2010 versus 
the 80 listed against index annuity carriers. If Rhoades wishes to compare 
performance, please show actual NET average returns over the last 10 years 
for Joseph Capital Management clients and we’ll compare them against 
published index annuity returns. And if Rhoades wants to admit that his 
biggest problem with index annuities is his firm makes a lot more money 
charging fees year after year...well, I won’t hold my breath. 

Jack Marrion, President 

Advantage Compendium 

 

------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Van Mueller writes a monthly newsletter for agents etc….has a 
nice “Reader’s Digest” feel about it……BB 

 
Here is his website….and sign up info… 

http://www.vanmueller.com/ 
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Debt doom and gloom: Help clients be prepared  
   

• BY VAN MUELLER 

Published 4/28/2011     
 
I want to address our national debt. Why? Understanding and explaining 
the implications is vital. Our current national debt is $14 trillion. The 
Congressional Budget Office says we will be $20 trillion in debt by 
2015, $25 trillion in debt by 2020 and $27 trillion in debt by 
2021.  
 
The interest on $27 trillion would consume one half of all federal 
tax revenue.  
 
By 2026, the rest of the world combined will not have enough money 
available to buy all of our debt.  

Advisors and clients alike often portray this message as one of doom and 
gloom, but that misses the point.  

Our message should be the Boy Scouts’ motto: “Be prepared.”  

I am able to diffuse any self-defeating emotions and move toward solutions 
with a few great questions, like: 

1. Have there been bad financial times in the past?  
2. Did some people still make money during those bad times?  
3. Who prospered?   
4. Which one do you choose to be? 

The questions can be taken in many different directions or can be used 
along with the first set of questions, for example: 

1. Is it “doom and gloom” if the government doesn't pay your way?  
2. Is it life threatening if corporations don't pay your way?  
3. Is your life over if the unions don't provide for you?  
4. Do you want to be dependent or independent? Do you want to be in 

control or do you want to be controlled? 

http://www.seniormarketadvisor.com/Pages/Senior-Market-Advisor-Author.aspx?key=Van%20Mueller�
http://www.seniormarketadvisor.com/Exclusives/2011/4/Pages/CBO-Seniors-will-pay-double-under-GOP-plan.aspx�
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Always end with “When do you want to get started?” 

 

-------------------------------------- 

 

Do not pay any attention to the man behind the 

curtain…he is not the Wizard of Oz!...Hmmm…ask 

yourself….why do brokers, financial planners and 

advisors not want BrightScope to make their fees and 

expenses more available?.... 

I am not the wizard!!!!!.....BB 

 

We examined BrightScope a year ago and had as our 

guest….Adam Pearson…head of sales. 

http://www.starpulse.com/Movies/Wizard_Of_Oz,_The/gallery/WIZARDOZ030/�
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Advisers take dim view of BrightScope 
They claim the firm publishes incomplete, outdated information 

• By Jessica Toonkel 

May 1, 2011 6:01 am ET 

BrightScope Inc.'s new free website, which allows investors to look up 
financial advisers, already has sparked controversy.  

http://www.brightscope.com/ 

A number of advisers claim that the firm is publishing incomplete information and 
charging them if they want to fix it.  

Last Tuesday, BrightScope launched Advisor Pages, which allows consumers to search 
for advisers according to a number of criteria, such as geographic region, assets under 
management and firm. The pages also include information on legal disputes and formal 
complaints.  

BrightScope aggregated the data by tapping public information from the 
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority Inc.'s BrokerCheck database and 
the Securities and Exchange Commission's investment adviser database.  

But some advisers said that their profiles are incorrect because BrightScope is relying on 
public information that is incomplete or in some cases out-of-date.  

Specifically, the advisers claim that their profiles understate their assets under 
management because ADVs filed with the SEC include assets under management only 
for registered investment advisers. This means that not all of the assets of dually 
registered advisers, known as hybrid advisers, are disclosed on the site, advisers said.  

BrightScope's site states that his firm has $12 million in assets under management.  

In a survey conducted last week by InvestmentNews, 84% of 205 advisers 
said that their assets under management weren't correct on the 
BrightScope site.  

According to BrightScope's site, Nancy Caton, an independent adviser with Raymond 
James Financial Services Inc., has $88 million in assets under management. But she 
said that she actually has assets under management of $189 million.  

Even Ms. Caton's RIA business has $104 million in assets under management, and that 
was in her latest ADV, filed March 31.  

http://www.investmentnews.com/apps/pbcs.dll/personalia?ID=JMARQUEZ�
http://www.investmentnews.com/section/broker-dealer-data-profile&R=290007�
http://www.investmentnews.com/section/broker-dealer-data-profile&R=290007�
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“Prospective clients — particularly big ones — look at how much assets under 
management you have to see if you can handle their business,” she said. “It's important 
that this information is correct.”  

BrightScope's pages are based on ADV data as of the end of last year, and the firm said 
that it is updating that data. 

 

 “However, if we are successful in getting large volumes of consumer traffic, 
I think some advisers may change their minds,” he said.  

BrightScope hopes that the Advisor Pages will shed some light on the need 
for Finra and the SEC to improve their disclosure processes.  

E-mail Jessica Toonkel at jtoonkel@investmentnews.com.  

 
 
 
 
Speaking of advisors 
etc….. 

------------------------------------- 
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The Other Side of the Table 
…..it’s all based on your view…………. 

 

Sometimes it is how you look at things that can make the difference.  
The other side of the table is all about that….how you look at things! 
 

 

 
Here is a rare insight into how our 
competition thinks….look into their window. 
 

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.michaelhoywoodworking.com/resources/tables/rectangulartable.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.michaelhoywoodworking.com/rectangular_table.html&h=322&w=450&sz=36&tbnid=roB6DtI5R1pA7M:&tbnh=91&tbnw=127&prev=/images?q=kitchen+table+photo&hl=en&usg=__2OPut_ZGYHyf1KFlwrA1Evu23FM=&ei=L89TSqaZFZSusgOK2enpBw&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=4&ct=image�
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I was sent this article meant for brokers and financial 
planners about how to raise fees and expenses they 
charge their clients.  I thought you might like to see how 
they do it and how it is planned.  This information is 
invaluable to you in explaining your position woith 
respect to a prospects money and what they could expect 
from our competition…..I have kept the source 
anonymous….but those who have followed open MIC for 
a long time will be able to guess where it came from with 
a little “Googling”……..BB 

     

I have included exerts from the article which is based on the 
topic: 

 

“How to increase fees and expenses 
charged to your clients.” 
 

  

There are legitimate reasons to raise your fees. Once you're comfortable 
with the idea, thoughtfully position any fee increase as you present it to 
clients; you'll minimize their discomfort even if you can't always eliminate 
it. 

In these difficult times, clients may start raising objections to your pricing 
strategies. You must be crystal clear on your genuine value to defend 
your fees while preserving the relationship. 

Tired of being underpaid for the good work you do? These advisors 
dramatically increased their compensation when they shook off their 
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identity as salesmen and began to think of themselves as 
consultants who could charge handsomely for their most valuable 
services. 

Clients and prospects may question why they are paying you to ride the 
market down. Use these techniques to reassure clients that you are worth 
every penny. 

As their assets dwindle, clients may focus on one expense they can 
control—you! Use this list of talking points to reclose and reassure clients 
on the benefits of the fee-based relationship. 

How can you raise fees? Your motives are noble. Perhaps you reduced 
managed account fees in 2008 to help clients get through a difficult time. 
Maybe you changed firms years ago and offered discounts as an incentive 
for clients to follow. How do you make the case for "returning to the norm"? 

This isn't a conversation about raising fees because you want to make more 
money. Part of the argument in favor of fee-based accounts is the "rising 
tide lifts all boats" theory. If the client's assets under management 
appreciate, the fee they pay grows when measured in actual 
dollars. If you work for a large firm, managed money and fee-based 
accounts have a normal pricing structure similar to the manufacturer's 
suggested retail price (MSRP). It's listed in the firm's literature.  

 

Your rationale for raising prices 

The first step in presenting a fee increase to clients is getting comfortable 
with it yourself. The most obvious issue may be that you don't want to 
seem greedy, but you fear raising fees makes it look that way. How can 
you justify to yourself the need to raise prices? 

• Returning to the norm. You reduced prices when the market went 
through an extraordinary time and suffered a significant decline. Has 
the market "returned to normal"? If so, shouldn't pricing follow? 
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• Additional credentials. Have you earned a professional 
designation recently? Does that achievement have value? Generally 
speaking, specialists are paid more than generalists in many fields.  

• Experience. You are a year older and a year wiser. You've studied, 
kept abreast of the market, and gained professional experience. 
Doesn't experience have a value? Do law firms bill senior partners' 
time at the same level as associates? 

• Perception. Many advisors cut fees to bring in assets. Your client 
may see you as a high-volume discounter like Wal-Mart instead of a 
specialty store like Neiman Marcus. Very few people tell their 
spouse, "Of course I didn't forget our anniversary—I made a special 
stop at Wal-Mart on the way home." It may sounds counterintuitive, 
but the more they pay you, the more they respect you. 

 

How firms raise prices, Let's start by looking 
outside the industry for some ideas on price 
increases.  

 

Surcharges. The base price is the same, but the bill is higher. Our local 
trash collection company charges about $120 a quarter. They add $27.41 in 
"fuel and environmental recovery fees" and $1.30 as an administrative 
charge. The actual bill is $148.71, about 24% higher than the base rate. The 
luxury cruise ship company Cunard charges a supplementary fuel charge of 
$9 per person per day (usually qualified if the price of fuel exceeds a 
specified price). 

Pass along. Examine a hotel bill. You may see several levels of sales tax 
and hotel taxes levied by the local municipality. These are passed along to 
the guest as a line item on their bill. 

Unbundling. My gym competes with four others in the local area. Raising 
prices is difficult. They are considering charging for classes and services not 
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everyone uses that are currently covered by an all-inclusive membership 
fee. 

 

Reducing discounting. Some products rarely sell for the posted price. 
Buyers can qualify for lots of discounts. The seller can raise prices by 
withdrawing those discounts yet not change the posted price. 

 

Apply new pricing to new assets. You've seen wholesalers announce a 
change in rate for their product. You appreciate the advance notice. You are 
motivated by the news that funds brought in before that date will receive 
the old rate. 

 

How do you notify your clients? 
This is a road you must tread carefully. Some FAs liken the fee-increase 
scenario to increases on your phone or cable TV bill. Rates rise regularly. 
People have grown used to periodic increases—but this doesn't mean they 
like it! Be aware the major advertising focus in these industries is delivering 
quality at a cheaper cost if you switch providers. You don't want that 
outcome. You may be thinking, Why can't I be like the post office? They 
raise the rates on stamps periodically. Well, the post office has no 
competition. There's basically only one way to mail a paper letter. And 
email has stolen lots of its business away, too. 

 

• Notify your clients. As indicated above, you send a personalized 
letter. Don't try to pull the discount suddenly and hope they won't 
notice. 

• Give plenty of lead time. If they are unhappy, they need time to 
contact you or consider alternative arrangements. It's a risk that 
comes with the territory. 
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• Explain rationale. We've discussed "returning to the norm" of 
pricing earlier in the article. Have your costs risen? Have you added 
staff? Bought new equipment? 

• Personalize. Remind them how long you have been working 
together. Mention a few of the successes they've enjoyed because 
of the advice you provided. 

• Offer incentive. Apply the increased level of fees to new assets only. 
Offer to provide the old, lower rate on assets brought in before the 
announced cutoff date. 

• Keep increases small. Don't attempt to pass a large increase 
through in one shot. Do it systematically over time, they will get used 
to it that way. You may reach the customer's threshold of resistance. 

• Step up over time. A branch manager once explained, "It's 
evolution, not revolution." In your case, you might explain the 
discounting will be removed in three steps over three years at set 
intervals. 

• Remind them of upcoming increases. Most people need to hear 
something at least six times before it gets onto their radar screen. In 
future correspondence, include gentle reminders so statements 
arriving after the change occurs don't get them angry. 

• Encourage them to contact you. Do they have questions? Do they 
want to talk about it? Better they call and complain instead of taking 
their business elsewhere and not telling you. 

• End on a positive note. If your expenses have risen because of 
additional staff or new equipment (and you are asking the client to 
share in the cost), how will the client benefit? 

 

What if the client questions your rationale? 
The client gets your letter and calls. They're unhappy with a fee increase. 
That's rational.   Here are a few other points you might raise: 
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• Returning to the norm. You aren't pushing fees up; you are 
returning to the norm of costs before the market declined 
significantly. "We are all in this together." Their assets declined, you 
reduced fees under these extraordinary circumstances. The market 
appears to have returned to normal conditions; pricing should follow. 

• You made a difference. Remind them of successes you've had 
together. Give one or two specific examples of how you have delivered 
value or gone the extra mile. Exactly what was your advice and how 
did they benefit? 

• Broaden the horizon. The client may be objecting to the fee on one 
product. They own others. You advise on all of them, don't you? 
Consider adding up all the fees they pay in a year and dividing that 
number by the entire asset base where you provide advice. They may 
own Treasuries or CDs purchased and held at little cost. You advise 
on those too, don't you? The overall number may be a lot lower. 

• Break it down. If the client is concerned about the absolute dollar 
cost or increase, express the number as a monthly, weekly, or daily 
number. If a 50-basis-point increase on a $500,000 portfolio means 
the client is paying $2,500 a year more for your advice, explain that 
this works out to an additional $6.85 a day for all you do. 

• Share your expense information. They see a fee, a product, an 
advisor, and a firm. They may think the fees they pay all go into your 
pocket. Why should they be paying more? Do you have a team 
supporting you? Do you pay all or part of their compensation? Where 
does that money come from? Likely from your piece of the pie. Do 
these costs go up? Have you invested in technology? 

• Explain discounting. The client may assume a discount you offer is 
shared equally by the firm and the advisor. Is that really the case, or 
does the discounting come disproportionately from your side of the 
equation? You may be providing the same service you give a fully 
priced client yet seeing a tiny fraction of the fee because of 
discounting. 

• Paying for performance. It sounds so attractive in theory. Great 
news! It exists! Isn't that the hedge fund model? Doesn't everyone 
consider those people overpaid? They get a portion of the profits plus 
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an ongoing fee. How large is their "piece of the profits"? How large is 
the additional fee? How does your entire cost compare with that 
ongoing fee?  

• Cut out the middleman. Some firms will allow advisors to act as a 
money manager if they are implementing a strictly defined strategy 
on behalf of the client. The management fees accrue to the FA instead 
of the money management firm connected with the separately 
managed account. The big hurdles are having the strategy and getting 
the authorization. 

• Highlight breakpoints. If the client is fee sensitive, remind them 
they can be paying less on fee-based accounts if the assets under 
management pass a specific threshold. Make the case for transferring 
in more assets, indirectly earning you additional fees. 

• Internal pricing. If a client buys municipal or corporate bonds 
through the firm's proprietary trading desk, do you routinely discount 
the transaction without telling the client? Perhaps you could stick 
with the firm's posted price. 

 

Fees, expenses etc 
So naturally I became curious about fees for asset 
management….stealthily I inquired to 2 different firms about 
their fees and charges. 

 

One was a discount firm where my wife has a small account, the 
other was a major Broker/Dealers now owned by a back. 

The discount firm will make stock buys for you for low rates.  But 
when asked about assets under management, they referred to me 
a  list of “approved” financial advisors in my area.  One advisor on 
the list is someone I knew so a quick call turned up the needed 
info. 
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Discount BD 
 

Your funds would be held at the ‘discount” BD as would your 
stocks bonds etc.  The fee will be based on how large the account 
balance was and what activity would be expected. 

The assets under management for my friend are: 

• $250,000 minimum 
• $250,000 to $500,000   3% 
• $500,000 to $2 million   1.5% 
• $2 million and over    1% 

2 meetings a year, annual review and available on phone as 
needed.   

Plus…there is a share on fees generated by the “discount” broker 
and the planner must pay a marketing fee to the BD annually 
based on the referrals. In other words, it is a share deal.   

 

 

Major BD 
Your funds would be held at the ‘major bank owned firm” BD as 
would your stocks bonds etc.  The fee will be based on how large 
the account balance was and what activity would be expected. 

The assets under management for my friend are: 

• $250,000 minimum 
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• $250,000 to $2 million   2% 
• $2 million to $5 million   1.5% 
•  Over is considered “private banking” and is referred to 

another department 

Annual review and available on phone as needed. Customer can 
sign form to be contacted as much or as little as desired…. 
Monthly e statement, printed statements are an extra charge. 

 

$500 fee to set up account which can be waived for larger 
amounts, all transactions are fee based plus other services are 
available such as life insurance sales department, LTC sales 
department and annuity sales department….fees are inclusive 
(they get commissions….BB) 

 

An average fee for the purchase of 100 shares of stock on NYSE 
would be $300.00.  Some discounts are available for larger 
customers and larger volumes.  

There is now a 6 trade minimum for the account, if 6 trades are 
not made during a year, a non-trade fee is imposed which will 
vary based on the account value….generally $500. 

I think if you itemize your tax return, there are some deductions 
for brokerage fees….but find out for yourself… 

 

I have no issue with these guys charging fees as long as all persons 
are informed and understand….but it really is none of my 
business… 
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I guess the underlying theme here is fees…how to generate more 
money for the BD regardless if it is a “discount” or a major “wire 
house.” 

 

Also my survey is my own research and accuracy is not 
guaranteed….just general information…..BB 

 

 

Disclaimer:   

I guess I should start adding a disclaimer, so here goes. I get 
information from many sources, print, internet, agent 
gossip and other media.  I always try and provide the original 
source or the link but my note taking habitually is lacking.   

Much of the content on Open MIC is written by me and is my 
personal opinion.  You should never consider that I am the 
world’s greatest authority or expert on anything (other than 
fixed annuities).  Always consult professionals who are licensed 
to give correct advice regarding taxes and securities and other 
topics of great importance.   

I am an annuity salesman selling state approved annuity 
products provided by licensed insurance companies. 

I am an authority in lead generation and marketing annuities 
and am fully licensed as an insurance salesman. 

I am also NOT an economist by license, only by avocation and 
hobby.  If you decide to make decisions based on my particular 
view of the world, you should get it verified by licensed 
professionals or get your head examined. 

Open MIC is and was created for the entertainment of our 
agents, family, friends, guests and industry spies.  Be careful 
with the information contained in Open MIC and always get 
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advice from licensed professionals. You never know, sometimes 
I might make something up….so always verify! 

Also, the information used in Open MIC is free, I assert no 
copyright or literary rights. Copy away. 

Our competitors will copy Open MIC anyway so I might just as 
well give it away, saves so much mental anguish and sleepless 
nights. 
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Abstract 
 
• We offer the first empirical exploration of fixed indexed annuity returns based upon actual 

contracts that were sold and actual interest that was credited.  
• Annuity returns have been competitive with alternative portfolios of stocks and bonds. 
• Their design has limited the downside returns associated with declining markets. 
• They have achieved respectable returns in more robust equity markets. 
• Studies that have criticized FIA’s are typically based on hypothesized crediting rate formu-

lae, constant participation rates and caps, and unrealistic simulations of stock market and in-
terest rate behavior. When actual policy data are used, the conclusions change. 

• Our study is exploratory, because although it is based on actual contracts and actual crediting 
rates, our policy data set is neither randomly selected nor comprehensive, based upon data 
provided by 19 FIA carriers. 
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Real World Index Annuity Returns 
 

Jack Marrion, Geoffrey VanderPal, and David F. Babbel 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Financial advisors and financial planners have sought various programs to provide clients protec-
tion from systematic risk, also known as market risk. Various asset allocation strategies have 
been used with limited success when extreme market movements and “black swans” occur 
(Taleb, 2007). It has been known for close to 50 years that equity market returns do not conform 
to a Gaussian, or Normal (bell-shaped) probability distribution (Mandelbrot, 1963; Fama, 1963).i 
Rather, probability distributions of market returns are typically skewed positively or negatively 
and leptokurtic (fat-tailed – i.e., higher chances of extreme positive or negative returns than sug-
gested by a bell-shaped distribution). When these leptokurtic events occur on the positive side of 
the distribution, clients are delighted, but the opposite is true when these events occur on the 
negative end of the two-tailed distribution. 
 
Principal preservation products have evolved to address the needs of many risk-averse consum-
ers by providing them a safety net for their investment/savings capital. The products are struc-
tured in a way that reduces correlations with other asset classes. To illustrate better the extremes 
of market returns, we can examine the Russell 3000 index that accounts for nearly 98% of the 
publicly traded U.S. equity market. A study by Eric Crittenden and Cole Wilcox (2008) at Black-
star Funds was conducted using Russell 3000 data from 1983 through 2006. The findings were 
that “about 40% of the stocks had negative returns over their lifetime, and about 20% of stocks 
lost nearly all of their value. A little more than 10% of stocks recorded huge wins over 500%” 
(Richardson, 2009). These data indicate that most of the positive market return over time comes 
from relatively few performers, which lends support to the use of stock index strategies as part of 
an overall portfolio. Furthermore it supports the notion that there is significant risk in the stock 
market and thus, for moderately to highly risk-averse clients, the need for principal protection 
programs such as fixed indexed annuities (FIA’s). Nearly 96% of FIA’s possess reset (or ratchet) 
features that allow for locking in positive returns each annual or biannual period. By eliminating 
the prejudicial effects occasioned by significant stock market declines, and locking in returns an-
nually or biannually, there is less of a need to try and capture large upside market swings to re-
cover from the declines. 
 
As financial professionals, we are tasked with assisting our more risk-averse clients to protect 
themselves from black swans and many of us have a fiduciary responsibility. One of the signifi-
cant developments for principal or asset preservation vehicles has been the fixed index annuity 
(VanderPal, 2004). During the past few years various articles have been written regarding the 
value in FIA’s and some people relying upon these studies have drawn misleading inferences 
from them.ii 
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After reviewing the size and growth of the FIA market in recent years, we turn to dispelling two 
basic errors that people often make in assessing the message of FIA studies. We will illustrate 
these misconceptions by using actual crediting rates on various kinds of FIA policies. With these 
data we are able to show actual returns on FIA’s rather than make inferences from hypothetical 
crediting rates derived from assumed (and often constant) rate caps, assumed crediting rate for-
mulae, and hypothetical participation rates, often coupled with theoretical stock market and in-
terest rate moves. This should help inform the public and correct the inaccurate information por-
trayed by some journalists and industry professionals.iii Furthermore, the article will delve into 
additional FIA features that provide advantages not found in ordinary securities and various 
principal preservation programs. 
 
FIA Market Growth 
 
The table below indicates the growth in sales of FIA’s since 1997. Overall sales of FIA’s in 2009 
of $30.2 billion are small compared to total fixed and variable annuities sales of $235 billion in 
2009 (Koco, 2010), and dwarfed by securities sales. 
 

Equity Index Annuity Sales 
 

Year In billions of dollars 
 

1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 

  

 

3.00 
4.20 
5.15 
5.25 
6.50 

11.70 
14.01 
23.00 
27.26 
25.30 
25.20 
26.70 
30.20 

  

     Sources: Various reports from The Advantage Group, and (Koco, 2010) 
 
Although the FIA market may be small relative to more established markets, it has nonetheless 
attracted several performance studies. We have noticed two basic limitations that typify most 
studies and articles that attempt to describe potential index annuity performance. The first of 
these is assuming crediting formulae that are rarely used and crediting rates that are seldom ob-
served. While this type of exploratory exercise is fine in and of itself, a problem arises when 
readers assume the theoretical results are somehow representative of the index annuity world. 
The second limitation is making assumptions about stock market and interest rate behavior that 
are not well supported. This can lead people to make inferences about actual FIA behavior that 
are unjustified. Our study examines these limitations and shows how actual index annuity returns 
are at odds with many of the hypothetical conclusions. 
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Are Hypothetical Returns Realistic? 
 
A number of studies and popular press articles have been disseminated recently on the perform-
ance of FIA’s.iv These studies have been based on hypothetical elements in one or more of: annu-
ity contract designs, product parameters, economic environments, stock market behavior, and 
interest rate behavior. While it is common for economists and others to develop models in order 
to get a handle on product performance, unfortunately most of the models to date have created 
theoretical annuity products whose performance has little relation to FIA’s sold in the real world. 
 
As we will discuss in greater detail in the Appendix to this article, the main areas of concern with 
these models relate to the following dubious assumptions that underlie the model designs. First, 
some models posit crediting methods or combinations of contract elements such as assumed par-
ticipation rates, interest caps, and pricing spreads that have never been observed in available con-
tracts. Second, some models assume behavior over time of the pricing elements that is unlike the 
dynamic behavior characterizing FIA’s in practice. For example, the economic models typically 
assume constant participation rates and interest caps that remain constant throughout the life of 
the contract. Third, they may select a time period in the economy that is not representative of the 
time period within which FIA’s were offered, and therefore cannot couple the chosen time period 
with realistic product parameters that would have prevailed over that time period. Fourth, in 
some cases they construct completely hypothetical dynamic behaviors of the stock market and 
interest rates that have not been observed before and couple them with an imaginary FIA con-
tract whose features are simply assumed, and somehow develop comparisons between the per-
formance of the imaginary FIA and an assumed investment portfolio in the hypothetical econ-
omy. Fifth, the models do not include any accommodation for managerial discretion in adjusting 
the product pricing levers to be responsive to economic conditions and competitive forces. 
 
While such exercises are instructive, they shed little light on how actual FIA’s have fared under 
real world conditions. In the following section, we will attempt to remedy these deficiencies – at 
least insofar as available data will permit. 
 
Reality 
 
Index annuities have been producing returns since the first one was purchased on February 15, 
1995. Unfortunately, most of the articles and studies ignore these data and attempt to portray 
how index annuities should have performed while ignoring actual results. What we show below 
are actual results. They are not intended to be a prediction of how index annuities will perform in 
the future, nor are the results intended to be representative of overall industry performance. They 
results are what they are. Let us be very clear on this. Our data set does have serious limitations, 
which we describe presently so that readers may draw their own conclusions, but unlike the 
numbers shown in the studies previously mentioned these results are real and not hypothetical. 
We believe this to be the most comprehensive data ever assembled for actual FIA performance 
data to date. 
 
These results are based on copies of actual customer statements received with personal informa-
tion blacked out, for each of the preceding five-year periods, requested on an annual basis since 
2002. The return data reflect contract periods closest to 30 September with the exception of the 
1997-2002 period that uses a 2 January date. The returns reflect the results of products with term 
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end point, high water mark, and annual reset designs with and without crediting rate caps, and 
with and without averaging. The returns do reflect any fees charged, but not surrender penalties. 
Annuitization was not required to receive these returns. 
 

Annualized Five-Year Returns 
 

Period S&P index return FIA avg. return Number of FIA’s Return Range 
 

1997-2002 
1998-2003 
1999-2004 
2000-2005 
2001-2006 
2002-2007 
2003-2008 
2004-2009 
2005-2010 

 

9.39% 
-0.42% 
-2.77% 
-3.08% 
5.11% 

13.37% 
3.18% 

-1.05% 
 -1.47% 

 

9.19% 
5.46% 
4.69% 
4.33% 
4.36% 
6.12% 
6.05% 
4.19% 
3.89% 

 

5 
13 
8 

28 
13 
23 
19 
27 
36 

 

7.80% to 12.16% 
3.00% to 7.97% 
3.00% to 6.63% 
0.85% to 8.66% 
1.91% to 6.55% 
3.00% to 8.39% 
3.00% to 7.80% 
2.25% to 6.83% 
2.33% to 7.10%  

Note:  All returns shown above are annualized (geometric) rates of return. The S&P index returns are not meant to proxy for 
index mutual fund returns, which would include dividends, expense ratios (the least costly have featured approximately 20 b.p. 
per year), trading costs (another 30 b.p. per year), tracking error and taxes; rather, they are to reference what happened to the 
most popular index to which many FIA’s are linked through some formula. Later, we consider total returns (including dividends, 
but not expenses and trading costs) on the S&P 500 stocks. 
 
There are several limitations with the data above. The main one is that they are derived from car-
riers that chose to participate and that chose the products for which they reported returns. This 
could have imparted some bias in returns, and may differ from what a larger, more random sam-
ple would have produced for the periods. Although some of the annuities had contract years end-
ing on the 30th, the contract anniversaries encompassed a three-week range around that end date. 
The data collected are very few for some periods. And the data reflect results across a very small 
spectrum of time, only looking at 1997-2010 and then only at one day out of each year. Nonethe-
less, the 172 contracts for which we have data are real contracts and reflect actual crediting rates 
that were provided to annuity owners over time under twelve different crediting rate structures 
used in FIA designs. 
 
This next data set reflects the actual real-world total five-year returns credited to annuityowners 
for an annual point-to-point with cap structured index annuity. Assuming an annuity is purchased 
on the 21st of every month beginning April 1996 with a final purchase on September 2004. This 
annuity was selected because it has been steadily offered every month for 14 years and its per-
formance is publicly available. It is not intended to be representative of anything except itself. 
The chart below compares the FIA returns with the total returns of the S&P 500 over the same 
period, and a blended return composed of 50% of the S&P 500 total return and 50% of the com-
pounded return for a series of one-year, U.S. constant maturity T-bills. To render our study more 
comparable to other studies (cited previously), we have not rebalanced our portfolios each pe-
riod. Moreover, we have not deducted from these alternative portfolios any of the annual ex-
penses that typify mutual funds, thereby biasing the comparison to favor mutual funds. (Note that 
the vertical axis on the next two charts shows accumulated returns over five years, which are not 
expressed in annualized terms.) 
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This next data set reflects the actual real-world total five-year returns credited to annuityowners 
for two other index annuities using annual point-to-point with cap structures. (These data are 
shown separately from the prior chart because the data for these annuities were available only 
quarterly, whereas the prior chart is based on monthly data.) It shows the actual returns of the 
annuities if purchased quarterly since inception of the product in April 1995 on the one annuity 
and since inception of the other in April 1998 with a final purchase in October 2004.  
 
These annuities were also selected because they have been steadily available for fifteen years in 
the first example and twelve years in the second and their performance is readily available. The 
chart on the following page compares the FIA returns with the total returns of the S&P 500 over 
the same period, and a blended return composed of 50% of the S&P 500 total return and 50% of 
the compounded return for a series of one-year, U.S. constant maturity T-bills. We have not de-
ducted from these alternative portfolios any of the annual expenses that typify mutual funds, 
thereby biasing the comparison to favor mutual funds. 
 
Collins, Lam and Stampfli (2009) attempted to predict the future by using the past and creating 
“a rich set of probable future results [that] is available for inspection.” Based on these “probable” 
futures they found the index annuity minimum guarantee to be beneficial at times, but that the 
index annuity payoff “always lags the investment portfolio’s payoff for returns.” McCann (2008) 
created his own hypothetical annuity structure and in the future he created, he stated that “99.8% 
of the time the investor would be better off with the Treasury securities and stocks than with the 
equity-indexed annuity.” However, if your future included all of the 141 actual 5-year periods 
from April 1995 through 2009, and you had purchased any of these real-world-still-being-
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marketed index annuities month after month, the not-pretend index annuity results bested the 
S&P 500 alone over 67% and a 50/50 mix of one-year Treasury Bills and the S&P 500 79% of 
the time.v 
 

 
These returns should not be viewed as representative. The annualized range of returns in the 
graph are from annuity carriers that chose to submit their return data, and although overall a ma-
jority of index carriers did provide actual return data (reaching 83% of all carriers selling FIA’s 
at one point), self-reporting bias may have resulted that skewed the returns higher than would be 
seen with a more comprehensive data set. 
 
The two charts showing total returns are much more comprehensive. The first chart shows the 
actual returns of one annuity purchased month after month since April 1996. The second chart 
shows the actual returns of two annuities purchased at the same time each quarter beginning in 
April 1995. All in all, actual results for 172 five-year periods are shown. However, it should be 
noted these three annuities all use an annual point-to-point with cap interest crediting method. 
 
We fully realize the limitations of the data. We wish that we could show actual index annuity 
returns for a multitude of products and crediting methods going back a half century, but the data 
are not there. Again, due to these limitations the return data should not be considered representa-
tive of how index annuities perform, but nether should it be dismissed. 
 
Exercises conducted by McCann, Reichenstein, or Collins, Lam and Stampfli (discussed later in 
the Appendix) created hypothetical worlds that either use crediting methods that are, at best, ex-
tremely rare (to the best of our knowledge, as we have never encountered them), or dubious as-
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sumptions that do not reflect the actual pricing environment, and yet these studies have been 
used by some to condemn index annuities as a failed financial concept. In the interest of fairness, 
the actual results from 344 five-year returns representing close to two hundred different index 
annuities should be seen for what they are and that is showing that at least some index annuities 
have been competitive. 
 
Liquidity and Risk 
 
According to Collins, Lam and Stampfli (2009), FIA’s are not liquid investments and have “for-
midable” surrender charges. Although the authors did not define what they mean by “liquidity,” 
in a financial sense it usually refers to (1) the ability to buy or sell an asset with minimum distur-
bance of its market price; (2) the ability to buy or sell with relative ease; or (3) the ability to eas-
ily convert into cash.  
 
With regard to definition (1), we note that unlike some assets that are traded in the open market, 
FIA’s are private contracts, similar in that respect to nonnegotiable bank CD’s. They are not 
traded in the marketplace, and hence have no market price. Hence, the first definition of liquidity 
does not fit. (Of course, many stocks and bonds have very thin markets and may require quite a 
lengthy time to find a buyer, and then only if a steep price discount is offered, but those assets 
that are quickly tradable rarely have guaranteed price schedules over time and may be sellable at 
only a small fraction of their original purchase price. Nonetheless, under this definition of liquid-
ity, the original purchase price is not a factor.)  
 
Under definitions (2) and (3) we note that unlike some stocks and bonds but similar to bank 
CD’s, FIA’s may be easily “cashed in” with the issuer at any time and at prices that are formula-
ically pre-specified in the contracts. There is always a willing buyer. Both CD’s and FIA’s have 
surrender penalties for premature withdrawal or early surrender, but both are easily convertible 
into cash. In the case of some CD’s, the early withdrawal penalty may depend on how early they 
are liquidated, yet with other CD’s the penalty may be fixed regardless of how early they are 
cashed.vi In the case of FIA’s, the early surrender penalty is almost always a function of how 
early the surrender occurs.  
 
Moreover, the authors failed to take into account the various free withdrawal provisions in all 
FIA’s. Generally a 10% withdrawal is allowed annually without surrender penalty and some con-
tracts allow 15% annually. A 10% withdrawal is about triple what you can withdraw from a 
Treasury bond portfolio in today’s interest rate climate without subjecting yourself to losses of 
principal occasioned by bond price fluctuations, and even more so when the alternative portfolio 
includes common stock. Most articles analyzing appropriate withdrawal rates for retirees range 
in the 4-6% range annually, depending upon various methods of thought. This being said, a 10% 
withdrawal privilege should not be an issue for most retirees and individuals. If more liquidity 
than that is desired, it should be sought through additional types of portfolio assets. 
 
Nearly all FIA’s provide a full surrender value (i.e., all surrender charges are waived) upon death 
of the owner or annuitant. Many FIA issuers offer full surrender without penalties for nursing 
home stays, extended hospital visits and terminal illness (VanderPal, 2008). Several carriers of-
fer full surrender without penalties for unemployment if under 65 years of age. The surrender 
charges when applied outside of the free withdrawal provisions typically depend on the mini-
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mum term of the annuity and whether any bonuses are paid, and usually decline each following 
year.  
 
Another difference is that in the case of a non-qualified annuity purchase, the accumulation value 
grows tax deferred, whereas with a non-qualified portfolio of stocks and bonds, taxes are in-
curred along the way. Babbel and Reddy (2009) have shown that the difference between these 
two tax treatments can ultimately produce after-tax income potential from the annuity that would 
require alternative taxable mixes of stocks and bonds to produce annual returns that must be sub-
stantially higher, in some cases 200 basis points or more higher, than the annuity returns in order 
to provide for an equivalent after-tax income.vii This missing element in our comparison biases 
the result in favor of the alternative portfolio. In short, tax-deferred annuities including FIA’s 
provide a tax advantage and potential return advantage that standard stock and bond investments 
would not provide unless held in a retirement account. Moreover, FIA’s in almost all states are 
protected from creditors and against seizure in situations of litigation, which is not typically true 
of stock and bond mutual funds unless held in a protected vehicle. 
 
FIA opponents commonly cite surrender fees as an issue. However, surrender fees are generally 
required by state insurance regulators in order for policies to qualify for sale. Inadequate surren-
der fees have attracted hot money in the past and often led to insurer insolvency (Babbel and 
Merrill, 2005). FIA’s provide a guaranteed minimum return along with principal preservation at 
each point in time and other options, which mutual funds and other similar investments do not 
provide. These guaranties can be costly to secure. The existence of surrender fees also helps an 
insurer recapture up-font costs on products that were designed to be held for several years, and 
protects persisting policies from the imposition of extra costs by those who choose to surrender 
early. 
 
Fees and Expenses 
 
“Although FIA’s do not provide complete participation in an index, based on various crediting 
methods and market anomalies, returns may actually be better over time than in mutual funds or 
variable annuities. Consider that variable annuities with mortality and administration expenses 
(M&E), sub-account management fees and other various charges can account for up to 4.00% of 
annual expenses that erode market returns on variable annuities” (VanderPal, 2008). According 
to Morningstar the average mortality and expense and management fees are 2.08%. For example, 
a variable annuity sub-account that earned 10% in the market would net less than 8% to the cli-
ent’s account after internal fees are deducted from earnings.  
 
Unlike mutual funds, an FIA does not deduct sales charges, management fees or 12b-1 marketing 
fees. Instead, the insurance company uses a small amount from the underlying portfolio which 
lowers participation in the market index to cover administrative costs and commissions to bro-
kers (VanderPal, 2008). Because the FIA provides policy crediting rate formulae and periodic 
annuityowner reports net of any fees and management expenses, it does not separately disclose 
them. All distribution and management costs are already “baked in” the products’ terms and pa-
rameters. No study has been published to date that shows whether these costs exceed those of 
retail mutual funds (taking into consideration that some of these FIA costs are not comparable, as 
they are incurred to provide protection against downside returns). 
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Consumer Risk Aversion 
 
Finally, most of the aforementioned fixed indexed annuity studies have failed to take into ac-
count the level of risk aversion of an individual consumer.viii An exception to this pattern is the 
study of Babbel, Herce and Dutta (2008) that explicitly takes into account the level of consumer 
risk aversion. Using the criteria of multiperiod utility analysis, they find that for moderate and 
strongly risk-averse individuals, the fixed indexed annuity is judged superior in performance to 
various combinations of stocks and bonds. This is not surprising because a risk-averse consumer 
will penalize an investment alternative that does not avoid downside risk in a quest to achieve 
superior returns. Because FIA’s are designed in a way to avoid downside risk, they tend to pro-
duce preferred return patterns for such consumers when compared to alternative investment 
strategies that expose consumers to significant levels of that risk. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Much of the analysis published on index annuities is based on hypothetical annuities and com-
pletely fabricated returns, often calculated over periods that were decades before they were even 
introduced, or over simulated future periods whose characteristics do not conform well to eco-
nomic conditions that we have ever encountered. Some studies are generated by using selected 
time periods and crediting criteria to produce the preordained conclusion desired. If the analysis 
is produced for the annuity industry the conclusion is positive, if it is directed towards the securi-
ties industry it is negative.  
 
The present study, in contrast, has examined some annuities that have actually been sold, and has 
tracked them over their lives, including all of their periodic changes in contract “levers” such as 
evolving interest caps and participation rates, and their actual credited interest. While we were 
relegated to using a relatively short time period, at least we used the actual time period over 
which FIA’s have existed. We cannot say whether our data are representative of all FIA’s, al-
though we assembled the largest database of actual returns that has yet been used in a published 
study. Our rather modest conclusion is that at least some index annuities have produced returns 
which have been truly competitive with certificates of deposit, fixed rate annuities, taxable bond 
funds, and even equities at times (Marrion, 2008). This is in contrast with assertions in other 
studies (discussed further in the Appendix), based on no actual return data, that the structure of 
FIA’s necessarily relegates them to being inferior or unsuitable products. 
 
How will index annuities perform in the future? We do not know. We do remind the reader, 
however, that FIA’s were not designed to be direct competitors of index investing nor have 
FIA’s been promoted to provide returns to compete with equity mutual funds or ETFs. The FIA 
is designed for safety of principal with returns linked to upside market performance.  
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Appendix on Hypothetical Returns Studies 
 
As stated earlier, the studies and articles that have been most critical of FIA’s are based entirely 
on hypothetical returns. Such treatments provide interesting illustrations of how an FIA could 
operate. However, problems arise when people begin to extrapolate from these hypothetical FIA 
return studies and assume that they are somehow representative of FIA contracts that are typi-
cally sold. They are not. This is because the hypothetical returns are based upon hypothetical 
contract structures, hypothetical product parameters, and hypothetical economic environments 
that are built upon dubious assumptions. Below we identify five of these dubious assumptions. 
There are many others that we do not discuss here, but they have been discussed at length else-
where in sources that we identify. 
 
Dubious Assumption #1: Real world contract designs are similar to hypothetical designs 
 
Collins, Lam and Stampfli (2009) created a term end point structure (they call it a multi-year, 
point-to-point) that applied a 75% participation rate to any gain over a seven-year period. They 
then calculated the annual return, deducted a 1% spread, and finally compounded the lower of 
8% or the calculated annual yield to produce the total gain for the period. This is a rather cum-
bersome structure, and one we cannot find was ever used on any index annuity. 
 
In reviewing specifications on the over 400 index annuities marketed since the first index annuity 
sale in February 1995 (Marrion, 2003), we failed to find any term end point product that used a 
crediting method which had a participation rate of less than 100% combined with both a cap and 
a yield spread greater than zero. Indeed, in reviewing all of the product information we have as-
sembled since 1995, the only annuity we found which had a participation rate of less than 100% 
that could change each year and deducted a yield spread or asset fee and had a cap was the 
Americo FlexPlus annuity marketed around the turn of the century. However, it did not use a 
term end point design; instead this product used an annual reset or ratchet design, the perform-
ance of which differs radically from a term end point structure (Marrion, 1996, 1997, 1998, 
1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007). 
 
Often a financial columnist or an occasional other writer will dismiss the index annuity concept 
by proposing that a consumer purchase a long-term zero-coupon bond together with an index 
fund instead of an index annuity (Clements, 2005; Pressman, 2007; Warner, 2005; McCann and 
Luo, 2006). These columnists and other writers often posit the term end point crediting method 
as the representative interest crediting structure. However, all term end point designs account for 
less than 4.5% of sales over the last four years and term end point design using two crediting 
components represents even less (Marrion, 2006, 2007; Moore, 2008, 2009). Indeed, Collins, 
Lam and Stampfli (2009) base their conclusions on a term end point that uses a cap, but less than 
1% of the products have ever placed a cap on a term end point crediting method (Marrion, 2009). 
Such a product is certainly not representative of index annuity crediting methods in practice. 
 
The assumed index participation rates may also not be representative. For example, for their 
chart of seven-year periods starting in December 1988 and with the final seven-year period be-
ginning in December 2000, Collins, Lam and Stampfli (2009) assume a term end point participa-
tion rate of 70% to 75%, depending upon whether the seventh-year index values are averaged, 
and place an 8% cap on any yearly gain. Since index annuities were not around until the mid-
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1990s we cannot decisively state what rates would have been for the early years used. However, 
one can gather the actual participation rate data from when products did appear. We can state 
that based on actual FIA’s offered, if you had purchased every available index annuity using a 
term-end point annuity with a seven-year term on the first business day of each month from 
January 1997 through December 2000 your average participation rate would have been 72% 
without a cap (Marrion, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000).ix 
 
Looking at “representative” annual reset methods, Collins, Lam and Sampfli (2009) assume 55% 
index participation with a 7% annual cap or 60% averaged index participation with a 7.5% cap. 
McCann (2008) compares returns from 1990 through 2007 of the S&P 500 with a hypothetical 
annual reset point-to-point design that assumes a constant 6.5% cap. However, in reviewing ac-
tual new money rates for annual reset designs from 1996 to the present, one would have encoun-
tered effective participation this low at only a few points in 2003 and 2004 and in 2007 and 
2008. Indeed, many averaging products were offering 100% first-year participation without a cap 
in the late ‘90s, and many annual point-to-point products have offered 100% participation allow-
ing for possible double-digit gains (Marrion, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 
2004, 2005, 2006, 2007). 
   
There is nothing wrong with showing how a term end point method might have performed under 
these assumptions. However, we must keep in mind that the results of the Collins, Lam and 
Stampfli (2009) study are not representative of FIA’s performance, as they depend upon a credit-
ing rate method not used in over 95% of sales, and combinations of other contract features not 
observed in practice. 
 
Dubious Assumption #2:  Participation Rates and Caps Never Change 
 
Collins, Lam and Stampfli (2009) assumed an averaging method had a 60% participation rate 
with a 7.5% cap and applied it to the past. McCann (2008) assumed a constant 6.5% cap for all 
of his index annuity performance calculations, which appears to have been a cap on the date his 
story was completed, when interest rates were heading toward historic lows. On the day he com-
pleted his story the constant maturity rate of a 10-year U.S. Treasury Note was 3.64%; by con-
trast, during the 1990 until 2000 period (within the time frames of both studies) the 10-year 
Treasury rate was nearly twice as high, averaging 6.66% (Federal Reserve Board, 2009). Lewis 
(2005) assumed either a 5% or 9% cap on an annual reset design and ignored the interest rate en-
vironment that might change these caps, but allowed for the returns to positively affect the T-bill 
comparison he made. Higher bond yields generate more interest income thus allowing carriers to 
buy or synthesize more options to increase index participation, which is why some annual point-
to-point products were able to offer 100% participation and 14% caps in the previous decade 
(Marrion, 1996). 
 
Lewis (2005), McCann (2008), and Collins, Lam and Stampfli (2009) assume constant index an-
nuity participation rates, while holding caps and spreads steady over long periods of time. 
Reichenstein (2009) attempts to remedy this by considering a matrix of renewal cap rates (al-
ways constant or descending over time) while ignoring the actual evolution of cap levels on real 
contracts. He assumes that a particular annuity whose terms were observed in the late 1990s 
would have had similar parameters beginning in 1957 and continuing for almost 40 years before 
the first FIA arrived on the scene. (Indeed, there were not even any index funds available to indi-
vidual investors until 1977, yet his study assumes that individual investors would have secured 
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better returns over that period by investing in them. His study also assumes that these funds were 
held together with five-year Treasury bonds that were held for only one month and then liqui-
dated, replacing them with new five-year bonds every month for 52 successive years.) 
 
The flaw in these studies is that they do not take into account the real world effect of changes in 
interest rate environments and market volatility’s effect on the cost of providing the index par-
ticipation. One cannot assume today’s product parameter levels would have existed in the past 
because the financial conditions of the past were often quite different. One cannot simply posit a 
participation rate or cap on crediting rates, hold it constant or have it worsen formulaically over 
time, and then attempt to make conclusive comparisons with actual stock index returns. Clearly 
the reach of the conclusions is limited by the unrealistic assumptions underlying the annuity 
modeled. 
 
Not every study adopts these simplifying assumptions. Gaillardetz and Lin (2006) note that when 
interest rates increase participation rates also go up, unless offset by increased volatility. One 
carrier suggested that the uncapped guaranteed participation rates on their seven-year averaging 
annual reset product from 1980 through 1995 would have ranged from 135% to 260% based on 
bond yields and call option prices in effect (Physicians Life, 1996). They understand that index 
participation is driven by bond yields and option costs and these change over time. 
 
Dubious Assumption #3:  Annual Stock Market Returns of 17.6% Are Normal 
 
Collins, Lam and Sampfli (2009) mention that many attempts to show index annuity compari-
sons are exercises in data mining and we quite agree. One way to data mine is to make long-term 
predictions based on using low participation rates that do not represent the reality of long-term 
rates. Another is to intentionally select periods that favor one choice over another. 
  
McCann (2008) makes a performance comparison over a 30-year period that happens to start in a 
year with the lowest end-of-year S&P 500 value over the previous 45 years. Using the correct 
December 2004 index values, the annualized growth rate of the S&P 500 for McCann’s selected 
comparison period is 10.05%. By contrast, the S&P 500 growth rate from December 1954 to De-
cember 1984, another 30-year period, was 5.25%, and the average annual growth from Decem-
ber 1964 to December 1994 was 5.79%. 
 
In the 30-year period that McCann selected for constructing his comparisons, the S&P 500 ended 
at 1211.92. If you used a monthly averaged annual reset method to compute where a monthly 
averaged S&P 500 would have ended at you get an ending value of 591, which is 49% of the ac-
tual S&P 500 level. By contrast, if your 30-year period ends December 1984 the S&P 500 level 
is 167.24; however, the monthly averaged S&P 500 computed value is 161.37, almost equal to 
the actual S&P 500 level. Many performance comparisons pit index annuities against stock mar-
ket investments over the ‘80s and ‘90s when stock market returns averaged 17.6% and ignore the 
preceding eight decades with their average return of 8.5% (Bogle, 2003). 
 
Dubious Assumption #4:  Stock Market Returns Conform to a Normal Distribution, Inter-
est Rates and Volatility Are Constant 
 
A more egregious problem in some of the studies that simply simulate hypothetical stock market 
return scenarios in order to generate hypothetical policy crediting rates is that the simulations are 
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often based on an assumed distribution of stock returns that cannot be supported. For example, 
McCann and Luo (2006) have conducted studies of hypothetical crediting rate behavior assum-
ing that equity market rates of return conform to a Normal distribution. When Babbel, Herce and 
Dutta (2008) re-examined that study but used an empirical distribution that matched the histori-
cal record, while keeping in tact all of the other assumptions of McCann and Luo, they found 
that annual crediting rates in the range of 5-15% were about twice as common as what were be-
ing credited under the Normal distribution assumption. This implies that FIA’s were far more 
valuable than was being represented under the hypothetical distribution of stock market returns. 
 
In a similar vein, several studies assume that interest rates and volatility are constant throughout 
an annuity’s life, in order to construct their performance comparisons. Of course the simplifying 
assumption has never occurred in the marketplace, and the alternative investments to which 
FIA’s are compared have their returns affected by interest rate movements as well as volatility 
changes. 
 
Dubious Assumption #5:  Managerial Discretion Is Not Involved 
 
Over 95% of index annuity sales are in products that may change at least one element of their 
interest crediting methodology after each reset period. Two primary factors affecting subsequent 
index participation are bond yields and the price of call options (Gaillardetz and Lin, 2006). 
However, the ultimate determining factor in setting index participation in future years is not the 
interest rate environment or the cost of options, it is what carrier management decides to do. This 
human element introduces a random variable that cannot be quantified, thereby making any at-
tempt to project any returns ultimately subjective. 
 
On the other hand, although the insurer does have discretion periodically to change certain con-
tract parameters, such as the cap levels or participation rates, it does not have unfettered discre-
tion to alter them, because the contracts themselves have minimum guaranteed levels for both, as 
well as state minimum nonforfeiture value schedules. Moreover, and more importantly, the in-
surer faces the discipline of the market. If it tries to credit less than a competitive and fair rate, it 
will face the dissatisfaction of its consumers, the rancor of its agents, the cost of lapsation and 
policy surrender, and the hesitancy of agents to ever put future clients in such products. This 
would essentially be the death knell of its future business. Therefore, consumers have at least 
three layers of protection – contractual minimums, state minimum nonforfeiture values, and 
competition enforced by both consumers and, more importantly, agents (because they are more 
aware of what other companies are offering and have a financial incentive to replace underper-
forming policies) – which should assuage the risk aversion of many. 
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Endnotes 
 
i A recent confirmation of this finding is in Babbel, Herce and Dutta (2008). In their study, the authors 
found that there was less than one chance in a million that monthly stock market returns from 1926-2008, 
and various sub-periods during that time interval, conform to a Normal distribution, whether measured by 
a Jarque-Bera, an Anderson-Darling, or a Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness of fit test. 
 

ii See, for example, Collins, Lam and Stampfli (2009), Lewis (2005), McCann and Luo (2006), McCann 
(2008), Reichenstein (2009) and Warner (2005). These will be discussed in depth in the Appendix. 
 

iii Refer again to all of the articles indicated in endnote ii as well as Clements (2005) and Pressman 
(2007). 
 

iv Again, we refer the reader to the articles cited in endnote ii. 
 

v A more direct comparison with McCann’s 14-year hypothetical periods is provided by Babbel, Dutta 
and Herce (2009). 
 

vi For example, in 2010 the flat premature withdrawal interest penalty on its five-year CD’s ranged from 
60 days to two years of interest, regardless of how early or late one makes the premature withdrawal. 
 

vii Their study showed that an alternative portfolio would have to generate an additional pre-tax return 
that in some cases reached over 200 basis points per year. The ultimate size of the tax benefit from tax 
deferral depends on the length of time the annuity is held during the accumulation and decumulation 
phases of ownership, whether a deferred annuity is annuitized at the end of the surrender period, or taken 
as a lump sum distribution, the level of yields net of expenses, the marginal tax rates on ordinary income 
of the investor, and the differential between tax rates on ordinary income and tax-preferred treatment of 
dividends and capital gains. McCann and Luo (2006) claimed that the benefits of tax deferral were “de 
minimis.” 
 

viii Some unpublished studies have been performed in a litigation context where long-term zero-coupon 
bonds are used, together with index funds, to craft an alternative portfolio and compare its returns to hy-
pothetical FIA’s. We used Treasury bills in this study to make it conform to most of the published studies. 
 

ix To be precise, the average term end point participation rates for seven-year periods were: 1997-87%, 
1998-71%, 1999-61%, 2000-70%. 
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